2005 e320 mercedes

Although it costs more than its peers, a combination of excellent driving dynamics, numerous
safety and luxury features and high style make the E-Class one of our favorites. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the E-Class. View Photos. Write a review
See all 67 reviews. Most Fun to Drive Still is. This car was made to be driven and driven hard!
I've owned four Mercedes vehicles-1 gas and 3 diesels and the E CDI is the fastest and nearly
has the most torque of the three. I absolutely love to drive this car. It literally is as solid as a
rock. It tracks down the highway like an arrow and when I pass a semi at highway speeds or a
little more it doesn't waver one single millimeter. I sometimes take it out on the Interstate and
drive it just for the fun of it. Read more. Read less. Best car I have ever owned! Totally trouble
free. This car has been as reliable as my Honda no small feat! Quiet, passengers have no idea it
is a diesel. Performance is better than the gasoline version of the same car. This is the last year
with the straight 6 mercedes diesel, as bullet-proof a motor as Mercedes has ever made. I would
never consider buying another Mercedes that wasn't a diesel. This is my third MB. It is the best
auto I have ever owned or driven. My wife and all who have driven it, rate it as the best drive and
ride they have experienced. Mileage is fantastic. A mi. Car when running correctly was
wonderful, but had it in 11 times for major problems, 0 rings replaced twice, two fuel line leaks,
transmission went out, and on and on. Lots of keyless go problems. Mercedes would not extend
warranty for me. Dealership was very good in handling these problems, but Mercedes would not
stand behind product. Write a review. More expensive than competitors, confusing control
layout, electronically controlled brakes lack progressive feel. Diesel fans, rejoice! For now, this
model is only state certified, meaning that it's unavailable in California, Maine, Massachusetts,
New York or Vermont. Beginning in March , the base E becomes the E with the addition of a 3.
At the same time, a sport package will be added, which features upgraded suspension tuning
and wheels, as well as steering wheel-mounted shift buttons. Complimentary scheduled
maintenance program has been dropped for Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the E-Class. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
Drive type Rear wheel drive Transmission 5-speed shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity
Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power Feature Reverse tilt
passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4 one-touch power windows
yes remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote window operation yes
Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front leg room Rear hip
Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Length Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient. Height EPA
interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Suspension
Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes multi-link
front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 4 yr. Roadside
Unlimited yr. Inventory See E-Class Inventory. Sign Up. Ash, leather Charcoal, leather Stone,
leather Ash, premium leather Charcoal, premium leather Stone, premium leather. See E-Class
Inventory. This car was made to be driven and driven hard! I've owned four Mercedes vehicles-1
gas and 3 diesels and the E CDI is the fastest and nearly has the most torque of the three. I
absolutely love to drive this car. It literally is as solid as a rock. It tracks down the highway like
an arrow and when I pass a semi at highway speeds or a little more it doesn't waver one single
millimeter. I sometimes take it out on the Interstate and drive it just for the fun of it. After leasing
my E, I decided to keep it. And I don't regret it. I love this car! It's black with chrome wheels and
gets a lot of attention. I have not had any major problems. Other than the scheduled
maintenance, I took it in for an AC glitch. I love the luxury equipments that came standard. From
the GPS and satellite to the pulsating seats and xenon headlamps. And this bad boy gets
excellent gas mileage. I averaged City epa averages around 20 mpg. I'll be keeping this till the
next E Class comes out. Totally trouble free. This car has been as reliable as my Honda no small
feat! Quiet, passengers have no idea it is a diesel. Performance is better than the gasoline
version of the same car. This is the last year with the straight 6 mercedes diesel, as bullet-proof
a motor as Mercedes has ever made. I would never consider buying another Mercedes that
wasn't a diesel. This is a warning to anyone looking for a or E It is well known in the auto world
about the problems with this model and Mercedes in general right now. It is basically an
electronic nightmare. All of this in 11 months! It is a beautiful car and rides wonderfully and has
some neat extras but you really need to think hard before buying this car. This is my third MB. It
is the best auto I have ever owned or driven. My wife and all who have driven it, rate it as the
best drive and ride they have experienced. Mileage is fantastic. A mi. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the E-Class. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Most Fun to Drive Still
is. Still fast and a headturner after 4 yrs. Best car I have ever owned! Items per page:. Write a

review See all E-Classes for sale. Sponsored cars related to the E-Class. Sign Up. On February
17, , Rudolf Diesel persuaded his "rational heat engine" to run for more than a few fitful
sputters, and the age of compression ignition-no spark required! You may wonder why.
Couldn't Rudi afford spark plugs? Answer: Rudi had an idea for a more efficient
internal-combustion engine. At 10 feet tall, Diesel's first engine was just a little bulky for
automotive applications. And by the time Mercedes bolted a diesel into one of its passenger
cars, in , Rudi was long gone to that great combustion chamber in the sky. But his creation
lingers. Fast forward to Mercedes-Benz introduces the E CDI, and the age of the Benz diesel is
reestablished in North America, another example of the rebirth of compression ignition in the U.
Jeep is about to do the same with the Liberty. And now here's Mercedes back in the game after
a five-year absence. Given the increasingly hostile regulatory climate facing diesels, this may
seem to be a dead-end business. Even with the onset of low-sulfur fuel and the huge
improvements that go with common-rail fuel injection, there are Tier 2 emissions hurdles on the
near horizon-oxides of nitrogen and particulates-that may be too tall for current diesels to clear.
And in fact, the CDI's return to the U. On the other hand, passenger-car diesels are more
civilized than ever before, a conviction that emerged during our recent review of several
sparkless rides " Diesel's Last Stand? So what do you get for the CDI's price premium? And
less. More mass, more thrust, and more fuel economy. Less of that irritating old diesel noise
and stink. The heart of the matter is a 3. Like all diesels, the compression ratio is highalthough
not as high as naturally aspirated diesels. The turbocharger has a variable nozzle turbine,
integrated with the engine-management system. Fuel-rail pressure is bottom-of-the-ocean
prodigious-almost 23, psi, about times the pressure in a gas Eto promote optimal fuel
atomization through the seven-hole nozzles of each injector valve, one of the keys to the
improved combustion efficiency of common-rail diesels. Another element distinguishing this
diesel is a pilot-injection function that precedes the main combustion event by a few
milliseconds, damping the noise, mitigating temperature changes, and reducing NOx emissions.
But that's not what diesel buyers care about. They care about diesel virtues: fuel economy and
torque. The CDI's horsepower rating is modest at rpm, 20 less than the gasoline engine-but its
torque output puts the V-6 on the trailer: pound-feet versus And the peak occurs on a lovely
plateau that begins barely off idle: to rpm. What this means is weight-lifter muscle at relaxed
engine speeds, which is a good thing. With its heavy-duty cast-iron engine block-a diesel trait
that hasn't changed much over the years-plus extra sound damping, the E CDI weighs in at just
over two tons, pounds more than the gas E we tested last year "The Magnificent Not-Quites,"
March Nevertheless, the diesel is quicker to 60 mph The gas E recorded 3. Our own experience,
accu
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mulated in mostly urban driving of the no-prisoners variety, averaged just over 24 mpg. Still,
with a We were also surprised to see that diesel fuel was cheaper in our locale than gasoline.
Diesel clatter? Yes, it's still there-for about five minutes at startup, particularly on cold
mornings. Beyond that, though, the CDI is generally quieter than its gasoline counterpart. Diesel
stink? Not a hint. The E CDI isn't remotely sporty. Its character is subdued and dignified,
masking those deep reserves of power, thus making them even more gratifying when the driver
calls them up. We bet Rudi would have loved it. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests.

